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Abstract

The properties of a ferroelectric, (001)-oriented, thin film clamped to a substrate are investi-
gated analytically and numerically. The emphasis is on the tetragonal, polydomain, ferroelectric
phase, using a three domain structure, as is observed experimentally. The previously used, very
restrictive set of boundary conditions, arising from the domain walls, is relaxed, creating more
modes for energy relaxation. It is argued that this approach gives a more realistic description of
the clamped ferroelectric film.

It is shown that for the ferroelectric oxides PbZr1 – xTixO3 the tetragonal, polydomain phase is
present over a wide range of substrate induced strains for xTi≥0.5, corresponding to the tetragonal
side of the bulk phase diagram. A polydomain, rhombohedral phase is present for xTi<0.5, at the
bulk rhombohedral side. Phase-temperature diagrams, and ferroelectric, dielectric and piezoelec-
tric properties, as well as lattice parameters, are calculated as function of substrate induced strain
and applied field. The analytical formulation allows the decomposition of these properties into
three different causes: domain wall motion, field induced elastic effects and piezoelectric effects.
It is found that domain wall motion and polarization rotation of the in-plane oriented domains
under an applied field contribute most to the properties, while the out-of-plane oriented domains
hardly contribute.

1 Introduction

Perovskite ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials and notably the solid solution group
PbZr1 – xTixO3 (or short PZT), which shows the strongest ferro/ piezoelectric properties up to rel-
atively high temperatures is of great interest for many applications [1, 2, 3]. In thin film form
these materials have been investigated extensively for use in FeRAM memory applications and
piezoelectric driven devices. In bulk the most used composition is that of the Morphotropic
Phase Boundary (MPB) for xTi ≈ 0.48, between the tetragonal phase (xTi > 0.48) and the rhom-
bohedral phase (xTi < 0.48) at room temperature. Despite the long history of research into
ferro/piezoelectric materials and the thorough understanding of the basic mechanisms in these
materials it is in practice hard to describe the properties of PZT (or any other ferro/piezoelectric
material) in real devices quantitatively very accurately, due to the large number of extrinsic effects
that can play a role. Therefore there is a need for models that can separate intrinsic and extrinsic
contributions to the various functional properties, in realistic thin films.
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Ferro/piezoelectric thin films are of great importance for future MEMS applications because
of their promise of increased miniaturization of mechanical devices. Integration of the perovskite
crystal structure with different electrode and substrates (especially with Si) is therefore of utmost
importance. There are many design variables that influence the properties of the thin film, such
as a) the substrate material and its crystalline structure - single or poly-crystalline or even amor-
phous (glass) – and orientation, determines to a large extent the film growth. b) Additional buffer
layers between the substrate and the ferroelectric film may alleviate possible lattice mismatches
[4]. Oxide nanosheets can even allow coherent growth on amorphous substrates [5]. c) The bot-
tom electrode material also acts as a buffer layer and is likely to determine to a large extend the
initial growth layer of the functional ferroelectric layer. The interaction of the ferroelectric film
with the electrode layers can cause interface related electrical effects such as voltage self-bias of
the device and changes in the polarization hysteresis loop due to an interface passive layer [6], as
well as domain wall pinning affecting the coercive field [7]. d) The substrate/buffer layer stack in
most cases dictates the growth orientation of the functional layer [4]. If the polarization axis is
strongly coupled to the crystal structure, as is the case for compositions away from the MPB, this
may in turn affect device properties. e) As one would expect, the higher the in-plane alignment
of the crystal structure of the individual grains in the film, the less effect of the grain boundaries
and the highest ferroelectric properties on the film properties were observed, even without elec-
trical poling, as was recently shown in a comparative study [8]]. Further such devices appear not
to suffer from aging effects, a property that is very important for many applications. f) When
aiming for the largest piezoelectric coefficients experimentalists tend to choose the MPB composi-
tion., However it is not self-evident to assume that bulk properties apply in thin film conditions.
For example for (110)-oriented PZT thin films on Si the highest piezo-electric coefficient e31 was
found for x ≈ 0.6 and not for 0.48 [9]. g) The ferroelectric domain structure plays a very impor-
tant role in the properties of ferro and piezoelectrics [10]. For bulk single crystal devices this is
well understood and one often engineers the domain structure to optimize device properties by
using specific crystal cuts and polarization directions. However, in the case of thin film devices
the importance of the domain structure and its role in device properties is well recognized, but
the theoretical description is still a field in development. With the increasing control over thin
film growth one may also envision the design of domain structures in thin film devices. With the

advent of high quality ferroelectric/piezoelectric thin films there has been much theoretical devel-
opment in understanding many of the extrinsic effects, recently summarized in the review book of
Tagantsev et al. [10]. Many of these effects are related to the crystalline quality of the grown films.
Experimentally it is not easy to separate extrinsic effects from the intrinsic properties of the thin
film, that are modified by the film clamping. However, in well-defined situations it is possible to
model the modified properties of clamped ferro/piezoelectric thin films. Thus if such a model is
available one can make a better effort to separate other extrinsic effects, arising from for example
grain boundaries, from that of the film clamping. This is of great importance for understanding
thin film properties and the improvement of thin films for demanding applications.

There is already a significant number of theoretical papers describing the properties of clamped,
epitaxial ferroelectric/piezoelectric thin films, also considering polydomain phases of the tetrag-
onal compositions. Most literature considers the case of (001)-oriented epitaxial thin films. In a
series of papers of Pertsev, Zembilgotov, Kukhar and coworkers [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] the
polydomain structure of the tetragonal phase has been modelled in great detail. In this descrip-
tion it is (somewhat implicitely) assumed that the considered tetragonal c/a domain structure is
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representative for a film in which c/a, c/b and a/b structures are present. a and b are domains with
orthogonal polarization directions in the film plane, the c domain has the polarization oriented
out-of-plane). Considering only a c/a domain structure imposes strong strain boundary conditions
in one direction, that lead to divergences in film properties. Here we reconsider the problem by
taking the experimentally observed three-domain structure into account. Although it has been
recognized that in thick films the domain structure of a (001)-oriented film is constituted of both
c/a and c/b domain substructures [19, 20], to our knowledge there is no detailed descriptive model
of a film with such a polydomain structure. Recently Ouyang et al. gave a thermodynamic anal-
ysis of a clamped ferroelectric (001)-oriented film, using a linearized model [21]. However there
neither the coupling of polarization with the stress (piezoelectric effect) nor the rotation of the
polarization in in-plane domains under the influence of an electric field normal to the film were
considered.

In this paper we give a non-linear thermodynamic analysis of the polydomain, clamped, (001)-
oriented, epitaxial film, taking into account the possibility of polarization rotation. We argue that
the contribution of domain walls and micro-stresses to the total energy can be neglected under
certain conditions. It is shown that polarization rotation plays a major role in the film prop-
erties in the three-domain, tetragonal phase, especially close to the MPB, and should therefore
not be neglected in the analysis. To this end we modified an earlier model in literature for de-
scribing the ferro/piezoelectric properties of a symmetrically clamped, ferroelectric, polydomain
thick film [18] by reformulating the approach with a two-domain c/a structure to effectively a
three-dimensional c/a/b domain structure and investigate the consequences for the film proper-
ties. For thick films it is assumed that the properties are homogenous in the third out-of-plane
dimension, therefore the model is limited to thick PZT thin films of at least a few hundred nm.
From an application point of view these are thicknesses that are used in many Si-based MEMS
devices. Further the model assumes (001)-oriented, epitaxial films without grain boundaries. A
second difference with the earlier model is that we argue that the strict boundary conditions im-
posed previously on the c/a domain walls may be relaxed. In fact only global boundary conditions
for the film are assumed and the domain walls, connecting domains with homogeneous prop-
erties (which are affected only by the global boundary conditions), are treated as small volume
planes in which all strain and polarization gradients are concentrated. This approach allows us
to obtain analytical expressions for the strain and applied field dependent properties of the three-
domain phase. Temperature-strain and applied field-strain phase diagrams of the thin film are
calculated as function of composition, as well as properties as piezoelectric and dielectric coeffi-
cients and lattice parameters as function of substrate induced strain and applied field. In contrast
to the one-dimensional approach only tetragonal and rhombohedral polydomain and single do-
main phases are found, but no additional intermediate phases arise. For compositions close to the
MPB the previously found rhombohedral phase and intermediate phases are replaced by the two-
dimensional tetragonal polydomain phase. We expect that the model is equally well applicable to
other materials and can be modified in the future to other film orientations and more disordered
films.

2 Polydomain ferroelectric thin films

To understand the relation between film properties and the above mentioned structural vari-
ables models are needed that describe the dielectric, ferroelectric and piezoelectric behavior of
thin films. Since in most devices the thin film device area is much larger than typical ferroelectric
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domain sizes such models should take the domain structure into account, as well as its response
to external forces, such as applied stress or electrical field. Ferroelectric domain formation driven
by elastic constraints has been studied by various authors. Tagantsev et al. [10] summarized re-
cently the various models existing in literature. Three principal approaches can be distinguished.
In the mean-strain approach, initiated by Roitburd [19, 20] and more recently extended to a de-
scription of the three-domain architecture [21], the average mechanical energy of the system is
minimized by the creation of subdomains, without considering the coupling to polarization. In
the second approach, based on the Landau-Devonshire theory of the dense domain structure [16, 18]
one takes also the stress dependence of the order parameter (the polarization) by the piezoelectric
effect into account. In the numerical phase-field approach [22, 23] the polarization relaxes using
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations.

Here we reconsider the model of Koukhar et al. [16, 18] for several reasons. There a two-
domain structure is considered in a one-dimensional approach, whereas experimentally in tetrag-
onal PZT thin films (with a thickness of at least a few 100 nm) generally a three-domain architec-
ture is observed, i.e. the (001)-oriented tetragonal films not only show c/a, but also c/b and a/b
-subdomain structures (see Fig.1g) are visible. Further we will argue that the very strict boundary
conditions imposed by Koukhar and Pertsev can be relaxed. In that aspect we follow the approach
of Roytburd who considers only macroscopic (global) boundary conditions. Taking these two dif-
ferences into account we model the consequences for the film properties analytically as well as
numerically.

Engineering oriented experimentalists measure film properties as function of applied field
rather than of temperature. Therefore we also analyze the film properties as function of applied
field. We note that the model is in essence static and does not account for an eventual frequency
dependence of the domain wall motion, which may arise from the coupling of domain walls with
defects (domain wall pinning). The analytic expressions obtained allows one to distinguish quan-
titatively the contribution from extrinsic contributions such as domain wall motion and stress
from intrinsic contributions to the effective film properties. Although not pursued further here
this separation may also allow one to make qualitative statements on the frequency dependence
of film properties.

The paper is structured as follows. Paragraph 3 describes a clamped thin film and discusses
under which conditions the description can be simplified to obtain a mathematically treatable
problem, without losing the essential characteristics of a realistic, clamped thin film. A general
expression for the free energy of a polydomain, clamped thin film and the boundary conditions
is given in paragraph 3.1. The case of a thin film with a tetragonal PZT composition in the poly-
domain phase is treated in paragraph 3.2, while the properties of this phase are described in the
paragraphs 3.3-3.5. Results of the numerical analysis of all phases are presented and their inter-
pretation in terms of the derived analytical descriptions are given in paragraph 4. In paragraph 5
we summarize the main results. The analytical approach concentrates on the polydomain, tetrag-
onal phase, because that is the phase one mostly encounters in experimental work. However in the
numerical analysis also other phases, such as the polydomain tetragonal a1/a2-phase, that lacks
out-of-plane oriented tetragonal domains, the polydomain rhombohedral r- phase and the mono-
domain c - phase are described. The mathematical description of the latter phases can be found
piecewise in several publications in more or less detail. In the Supplemental Material we sum-
marize these results relevant to this paper, making some extensions not described in literature so
far.
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Figure 1: Schematic c/b (a) and c/a (b) domain substructures. (c) Top view of c/a/b domain struc-
ture. (d) a/b domain structure in zero and (e) finite field. (f) r-phase structure in zero field. (g)
Atomic Force Measurement of the surface of a PZT(xTi= 0.6) thin film revealing the cellular do-
main structure, schematically drawn in (c); shown area is 3x3 µm2
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3 Model of a polydomain PZT thin film

We consider thick, single-crystalline, epitaxial films (here specifically made of PZT) that are
grown in the paraelectric state at deposition temperature Td on a thick substrate of a dissimilar
material (for example perovskites like SrTiO3 (STO), DyScO3 (DSO) and others, as well as Si, with
appropriate buffer layers). If the film thickness is larger than a few 100 nm the bulk of the film
can generally be considered to be fully relaxed at Td due to the incorporation of growth defects
in the initial growth layer during deposition, resolving the epitaxial lattice mismatch between
film and substrate (or eventual buffer or bottom electrode layer). Since Td is generally above
the paraelectric-ferroelectric transition temperature TC the PZT film is in its cubic parent phase
during deposition. The initial growth layer has a thickness of the order of at most a few 10’s of nm.
This is of the order of a few percent of the thickness range of films normally used in piezoelectric
device applications, 500-2000 nm. Upon cool-down tensile or compressive stress builds up in the
film due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between film and substrate. Under the
so-called clamped film condition it is assumed that the thick substrate does not deform.

Here and in literature the misfit strain is defined as

S0
m(T ) =

(
a∗s − a0

a0

)
T

(1)

The in-plane lattice parameter of the clamped film is equal to the effective substrate parameter
at temperature T , a∗s, while a0 is the equivalent cubic lattice parameter of the paraelectric phase
of the stress-free film material at temperature T . The misfit strain is due to the thermal mismatch
with the substrate and the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition. In appendix A the misfit
strain is expressed in terms of the thermal expansion coefficients and the phase transition and its
value is calculated for different substrate-PZT(xTi) combinations. When cooling the film through
the Curie temperature TC the thermally induced stress can in some cases be (partly) resolved
by the formation of a ferroelastic domain structure. This is for example possible for the well-
known c/a domain structure of a film with a tetragonal PZT composition. For a (001)-oriented
film this structure consists of alternating 45°inclined slabs of c and a domains. Another strain
relaxation mechanism is rotation of the polarization vector in the domains, which changes the
unit cell lattice parameters through the coupling between strain and polarization. Koukhar et
al [16] argued that in a relatively thick film the domain width D is much smaller than the film
thickness H , so that the polarization and strain fields within each domain can be considered to
be homogeneous. Therefore also the energy density in a polydomain epitaxial film is piecewise
homogeneous. Further the energy contribution to the total free energy by the thin layers (with
thickness h (∼D)�H) with inhomogeneous internal fields near the top and bottom interface can
be neglected. Further it was argued that the energy contribution of the domain wall self-energy
is small under the condition D � H , which holds for thick films [16, 18] and can therefore be
neglected. The latter condition can be relaxed assuming that the domain wall energy per unit
domain wall area is constant and that the total area of the domain walls does not change (thus
that no domain walls are created or disappear). This is the case when the domain wall positions
only shift under varying mechanical or electrical field conditions. In that case the total domain
wall energy per unit volume does not change and is just an additional, but constant energy term
in the expression for the total free energy of the film. Further we consider a device structure with
short-circuited or voltage-biased top and bottom electrodes and no internal charges or screening,
thus depolarization does not affect the total energy.
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Fig.1 shows schematically the possible domain structures considered in this paper. The do-
mains and polarization vectors are defined in terms of the pseudocubic representation of the
(001)-oriented PZT unit cell. The approach to obtain a description of the polydomain state, as
is presented here, is different from that followed in literature in three aspects. These differences
give rise to significant qualitative and quantitative differences in the properties of the polydomain
phases.

1) Several polydomain phases are possible in the model, however there is only one phase that
gives rise to an additional parameter, the domain volume fraction of c domains, φ = Vc/Vtot , in
the polydomain tetragonal phase, which can be used to minimize the total energy. In the one-
dimensional problem description the c/a domain structure is assumed to be representative for
the poly-domain state of a two-dimensional film. The consequence of this assumption is that
the strain and stress states of the domains are asymmetric in the two in-plane directions [18].
Here, the presence of both c/a and c/b subdomain structures are considered, which form together
the c/b/a phase (Figs.1a,b,c). Under large tensile strains one expects that all polarization vectors
lie in the film plane, resulting in a two-domain a/b domain structure (Fig.1d), with {110} domain
walls. When an out-of-plane electrical field is applied to the a/b phase, the polarization vectors tilt
slightly out of the plane to give the ac∗/bc∗ domain structure (Fig.1e), causing a slight rotation of
the domain wall. (With x∗ we will denote a small rotation (component) of the polarization vector
in the x-direction). For small c∗ components the ac∗ and bc∗domains can also be combined with
c-domains into c/ac∗ and c/bc∗ subdomain structures similar to the c/a and c/b domains, to create
the c/bc∗/ac∗ phase. Again this is accompanied by a small rotation of the domain walls. Although
the basic crystal structure may be for example tetragonal, under the influence of stress or electrical
fields the crystal symmetry can change and the polarization orientation changes accordingly. The
rhombohedral polydomain structure r1/r2/r3/r4 (in short the r-phase) (Fig.1f) consists of equal
fractions of rhombohedral domains with the polarization vector in the (110) planes. Of course
this phase is expected to arise in the case of rhombohedral compositions, but may also be the
consequence of strain. For example in the one-dimensional approach it was found to be the lowest
energy state in a certain strain range for compositions near the MPB [18]. The phase change from
c/b/a to the a/b or c phase goes gradually with a gradual change of the domain wall structure,
but the change from the c/b/a phase to the r-phase requires a significant rearrangement of domain
walls and there may be an energy barrier to do so. The present model does not contain such energy
barriers and can therefore not describe c/b/a to r-phase (or vice versa) phase transitions under
changing strain or applied field conditions, but only produces the minimum energy configuration
for given strain and field.

2) In the one-dimensional-model fairly ‘strict’ microscopic mechanical boundary conditions
are assumed to be present at the domain walls (details below). This imposes strong restrictions
on the stresses and strains in the domains. Here, we assume ‘relaxed’ mechanical boundary condi-
tions. We argue that this is justified if one considers the domain walls to be regions of finite thick-
ness in which all the stress, strain and polarization gradients are confined, while in the domains
no gradients are present. Since the (change of the) energy of the domain walls can be neglected,
it follows that the film consists of domains in which the stress and strain fields are piecewise ho-
mogeneous and which are coupled by the macroscopic boundary conditions only. These impose
dimensional constraints on the film, which can also be interpreted as the requirements that the
domains remain connected with each other and the substrate (the latter is the clamping condi-
tion). These assumptions also allow for the possibility of different stress and strain states to exist
in the domains at both sides of a domain wall. This was not possible in the one-dimensional ap-
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proach. Neglecting the local mechanical coupling between domains at both sides of a domain wall
and with the substrate poses a simplification, which causes more stress relaxation than is possible
under the more strict mechanical boundary conditions.

3) The electrical boundary conditions applicable at the domain wall relate the polarization
orientations and polarization values on both sides of the domain wall. In the one-dimensional ap-
proach fixed angles between the orientations were assumed, specifically an uncharged, 90°domain
wall in the c/a domain phase. Consequently the polarization vectors in both domains are orthog-
onal. It is well known that the angle α between the polarization vectors depends on the short and
long tetragonal lattice parameters aT and cT as α = 2atan(aT /cT ) [24]. Leaving the domain wall
angle α free makes it possible that the polarization vector length and orientation in differently
oriented domains may vary under varying stress conditions due to an applied external electrical
field, thus allowing polarization rotation in the model. We assume that the domain wall angle α
and orientation in the film adapts to minimize the domain wall energy (keeping the domain wall
uncharged), when the polarization at one or both sides of the wall rotates under the influence of
electrical field or stress.

Summarizing, the only condition imposed on the domain walls is that they are formed in such a
way that the total energy of the film is minimized, but the contribution of a change in the domain
wall energy to the total energy can be neglected. This condition is assumed to be applicable to
all types of domain walls, thus not only to those between c and a domains, respectively c and b
domains and a and b domains , but also those separating c/a, a/b and c/b domain structures.

3.1 Free energy of a polydomain, clamped (001)-oriented thin film

The Gibbs energy of a bulk PZT ferroelectric is usually given by a sixth order polynomial in
the polarization components Pi and the internal mechanical stresses σij [25],

G =G0 −
1
2
sklmnσklσmn −QklmnσklPmPn

G0 =α1(P 2
1 + P 2

2 + P 2
3 ) +α11(P 4

1 + P 4
2 + P 4

3 ) +α111(P 6
1 + P 6

2 + P 6
3 )

+α12(P 2
1 P

2
2 + P 2

3 P
2
2 + P 2

1 P
2
3 ) +α123(P 2

1 P
2
2 P

2
3 )

+α112

(
P 4

1 (P 2
2 + P 2

3 ) + P 4
2 (P 2

1 + P 2
3 ) + P 4

3 (P 2
2 + P 2

1 )
)

(2)

α1,αkl ,αklm are the dielectric and higher order stiffness coefficients at constant stress. Values
for these parameters are given in [26]. The temperature dependence of the properties are deter-
mined by that of the only temperature dependent parameter in the model, α1 = (T − TC)/2ε0C,
where TC , C and ε0 are the bulk Curie-Weiss temperature, Curie-Weiss constant and the vac-
uum permittivity respectively. sklmn = sij are the elastic compliances at constant polarization and
Qklmn =Qij the electrostrictive constants. Values for the compliances are given in [17] and for the
electrostrictive constants in [26]. The subindices i and j are used for the Voigt notation, which
is used from here on. From the thermodynamic relations Si = −∂G ∂σi the strains Si can be ob-
tained. For a clamped (001)-oriented thin film with an applied electrical field ~E = (0,0,E) between
the top and bottom electrode the appropriate thermodynamic potential is the Helmholtz free-
energy F = G +

∑6
i=1Siσi −EP3 [16]. Eliminating the strains in F with help of the thermodynamic

relations one obtains for domain x the free energy density
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Fx =α1(P 2
x1 + P 2

x2 + P 2
x3) +α11(P 4

x1 + P 4
x2 + P 4

x3) +α111(P 6
x1 + P 6

x2 + P 6
x3)

+α12(P 2
x1P

2
x2 + P 2

x3P
2
x2 + P 2

x1P
2
x3) +α123(P 2

x1P
2
x2P

2
x3)

+α112

(
P 4
x1(P 2

x2 + P 2
x3) + P 4

x2(P 2
x1 + P 2

x3) + P 4
x3(P 2

x2 + P 2
x1)

)
+
s11

2
(σ2
x1 + σ2

x2 + σ2
x3) + s12(σx1σx2 + σx1σx3 + σx3σx2)

+
s44

2
(σ2
x4 + σ2

x5 + σ2
x6)−EPx3

(3)

We will use the index x to denote the domain type (x = a,b,c, r). Within the domain the prop-
erties are homogeneous. For the c, a and b domain the long axis is respectively in the pseudocubic
(001) out-of-plane direction (subindex 3 of the polarization vector), the (100) in-plane (subindex
1) and the (010) in-plane (subindex 2) directions. The total free energy of the film is the sum of
the energy contributions of the different domains and the total domain wall energy

< F >=
∑
x

φxFx(Pxi ,σxi ,E) +FDW (4)

Here φx is the domain fraction of domain type x. The clamped substrate condition imposes
macroscopic mechanical boundary conditions in both in-plane directions

S0
m =< S1 > =

∑
x

φxSx1 (5a)

S0
m =< S2 > =

∑
x

φxSx2 (5b)

< S6 > =
∑
x

φxSx6 = 0 (5c)

The first two conditions describe the coupling of the film to the substrate. The last condition
implies that there is no net shear in the film plane. Further macroscopically there are no net forces
acting on the upper surface, hence the corresponding average stresses are zero

< σ3 > = 0 (5d)

< σ4 > = 0 (5e)

< σ5 > = 0 (5f)

3.2 Application to a tetragonal polydomain thin film

Here the case of the tetragonal domain structure is discussed in detail. The analysis of other
domain structures (such as the monodomain c-phase and the polydomain a/b and r phases) is pre-
sented in the Supplemental Material. First the zero field case is considered. (At finite fields the
in-plane oriented polarization vectors may tilt slightly out-of-plane, which complicates the ana-
lytical study significantly.) Since we assume that the contribution of the domain walls is constant
one needs only to consider the total energy of all the domains. The total energy of the domains
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in a film in zero field with c, b and a domains, which are arranged in c/a, c/b and a/b subdomain
structures, is then

< F > −FDW =< F >cba= φca < F >ca +φcb < F >cb +φab < F >ab (6)

< F >ca is the energy of a c/a domain structure with fraction φca of the film volume and the
other parameters are defined analogously. After cycling the film to a large field (‘poling’ the film)
one expects that the a/b substructure is removed and the film predominantly shows equal fractions
of c/a and c/b domains, φca = φcb = 1/2, because of symmetry. For the same reason Fa = Fb and
therefore also < F >ca=< F >cb= φFc + (1−φ)Fa [27]. Thus (6) can be written as

< F >cba= φFc + (1−φ)Fa (7)

The latter result is the same as in the one-dimensional approach. Note that the final result
of eq. (7) does not depend on the specific domain structure, but only on the relative fractions φ
and (1 −φ) of respectively the c and a plus b domains. The difference with the one-dimensional
approach is in the macroscopic boundary conditions (5)a,b,c, where the summation runs over the
three possible domains and not only over two.

The ’strict microscopic mechanical boundary conditions’ on the domain walls [28], in combi-
nation with the macroscopic boundary conditions, impose very strict limitations on the stresses,
namely σc3 = σa3 = σc4 = σa4 = σc5 = σa5 = σc6 = σa6 = 0. In the one-dimensional approach further
analysis shows that (σc1 = σa1) , (σc2 = σa2). Applying the strict conditions in the two-dimensional
approach it is found that the stress is equal in both in-plane directions σc1 = σa1 = σb1 = σc2 =
σa2 = σb2 ≡ σ , as one would also expect from symmetry considerations. From the ‘strict’ electrical
boundary conditions (i.e. a 90°domain wall) it follows that Pc3 = Pa1 = P . We will refer to this
equality as the ‘strict polarization condition’. Also under relaxed electrical boundary conditions
this is a good approximation for small applied fields, which can be used to find analytical approx-
imations for field derivatives of several parameters at E = 0. We will see that only for zero field
Pc3 = Pa1 = P is an exact solution under relaxed electrical boundary conditions. As discussed above
we will not use the strict mechanical domain wall boundary conditions, but only the macroscopic
boundary conditions. In that case (5) a,b can be written as

S0
m =< S1 >=< S2 >= φca< S2 >ca +φcb< S2 >cb =

1
2

(< S2 >ca +< S1 >ca) (8)

Here < Si >ca= Sci + (1−φ)Sai is the average strain in the c/a domain structure in the in-plane
directions i = 1,2. Further use was made of the relations < S2 >cb=< S1 >ca and < S1 >cb=< S2 >ca
that follow from symmetry considerations. From (5)a,b,c it follows that φSc6 + (1−φ)Sa6 = 0 and
in combination with the equation of state for Sx6 it follows that φσc6 + (1−φ)σa6 = 0. From (5)d,e,f
one hasφσci + (1−φ)σai = 0 for i = 3,4,5. Substituting the expressions for the strain, Si = −∂G/∂σi ,
where G is given by (2), into (8) one arrives at the following expression for the c-domain fraction
in the c/b/a domain structure

φ =
[Q11 +Q12]P 2 − 2S0

m + (s11 + s12)(σa1 + σa2)
[Q11 −Q12]P 2 − (s11 + s12)(σc1 + σc2 − σa1 − σa2)

(9)
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Note that this result is obtained under the condition Pc3 = Pa1 = P and all other components
equal zero, valid for small (zero) fields. To make the connection with experimentally determined
lattice parameters aix = a0(1 + Sxi) one can rewrite (9) as

φ =
aa1 + aa2 − 2a∗s

aa1 + aa2 − ac1 − ac2
(10)

Thus, irrespective of the stress in the domains the domain fraction can be obtained from the
measured lattice parameters in the c and a (or b) domains. In the stress free state (for which all
σxi = 0, which is the case at zero field, as will be shown) the lattice parameters are given by
ac1 = ac2 = aa2 = aa3 = aT and ac3 = aa1 = cT with aT and cT the bulk lattice parameters, so that (10)
reduces at zero field (sub-index 0) to

φ0 =
cT + aT − 2a∗s
cT − aT

(11)

Note that (9) is valid for arbitrary polarization and stress in the domains (but without other
polarization components than Pc3 and Pa1).
Symmetry demands that < σ1 >=< σ2 >. When there is no effect of the domain walls on the
stress field in the domains (thus if only the macroscopic boundary conditions are used) the stress
in the film must be homogeneous in both in-plane directions, σc1 = σa1 = σc2 = σa2 = σ . (One
could consider the film as a strained membrane composed of connected smaller ′c′ , ′a′ and ′b′-
oriented membranes, strained at the outer edge by the substrate.) The homogeneous in-plane
stress condition also follows from numerical minimization of the energy (paragraph 4). In realistic
thin films the homogeneous stress condition not necessarily applies, since local stress fields may
arise from the dense domain wall structure or from defects, giving rise to inhomogeneous stress
fields in the film. This is not discussed further here. With homogeneous stress (9) becomes

φ =
[Q11 +Q12]P 2 − 2S0

m + 2(s11 + s12)σ
[Q11 −Q12]P 2 (12)

This result is valid under the ‘strict polarization condition’ for small but finite applied field.
Now we write out the total energy (7) in its components (under the strict polarization condi-

tion)

< F >cba =
∑
x=c,a

φx
(
α1P

2
x +α11P

4
x +α111P

6
x

)
−φcEPc3

+φx
( s11

2
(σ2
x1 + σ2

x2 + σ2
x3) + s12(σx1σx2 + σx1σx3 + σx3σx2) +

s44

2
(σ2
x4 + σ2

x5 + σ2
x6)

) (13)

Here Px is in the 1 and 3 direction for x = a and x = c respectively. Minimization with respect
to the independent parameters σx4, σx5, and σx6 gives as simplest solutions σc4 = σc5 = σc6 =
σa4 = σa5 = σa6 = 0 for each domain. (In principle constant strain solutions obeying the relations
φσci + (1 − φ)σai = 0 for i = 4,5,6 are also allowed, giving rise to constant energy contributions
φs44σ

2
ci /2 in (13) which only cause a shift of the energy zero point, but have no effect on the
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electrical field dependence of the polarization and stress. We have assumed no effect of the domain
walls on the strain fields in the domains, therefore all shear stresses are assumed to be zero.) Under
homogeneous in-plane stress conditions and using (5)d the terms depending on σx3 amount to
φs11σ

2
c3/2. The energy cross terms of the c and a domains proportional to σx1σx3 + σx3σx2 cancel

each other. Minimization of the energy with respect to σc3 makes this stress component zero. (But
again (5) allows the possibility that the domain wall introduces a constant stress (and additional
strain) in the 3-direction in the adjacent domains.)
The strict polarization condition imposes Pc3 = Pa1 = P and that all other polarization components
are equal zero (which is exact for E = 0). Hence, in that case there is no polarization rotation
and the a and b domains do not develop a 3-component under an applied field. Further on it is
shown that the latter simplification leads to significant errors in the properties that depend on
derivatives of the polarization and the domain fraction with respect to the applied field. With
these approximations for the polarization (13) becomes

< F >cba≈ α1P
2 +α11P

4 +α111P
6 −φEP + (s11 + s12)σ2 (14)

Substituting (12) in (14) results into

< F >cba≈ α1P
2 +α4

11 +α111P
6 −QEP +

SE
P
− T1σE

P
+ T2σ

2 (15)

where we have definedQ = (Q11 +Q12)/(Q11−Q12), S = 2Sm/(Q11−Q12), T1 = 2(s11 +s12)/(Q11−
Q12) and T2 = (s11 + s12). For zero field Pc3 = Pa1 ≡ P and the exact zero-field solutions are found
from minimization of (15) as

P 2(0) = P 2
s = − α11

3α111
+

( α11

3α111

)2

− α1

3α111

1/2

(16a)

σ (0) = 0 (16b)

φ0 =
[Q11 +Q12]P 2

s − 2S0
m

[Q11 −Q12]P 2
s

(16c)

The saturation polarization value P corresponds to the stress-free bulk value [25] and thus
eq.(16)c is equivalent to that in [16]. The result (16)c is different from the result obtained for the
one-dimensional approach [29], which is a first consequence of considering the two-dimensional
domain structure. Secondly, in the two-dimensional approach the field-free domain structure
resolves all stress in the film in both in-plane directions. This is another important difference with
the one-dimensional approach in which only in the direction in which a c/a domain structure has
developed the stress is zero, whereas parallel to the domain walls the stress is finite. We think that
one may expect from symmetry considerations that the domain formation in the film gives equal
responses in both in-plane directions and the one-dimensional result on the stress is therefore
counterintuitive. Zero stress also implies that for E = 0 the lattice parameters in all domains are
equal to the bulk lattice parameters (provided the domain walls or other causes do not introduce
additional constant stresses in the adjacent domains) and the domain fraction is given by (11) or
(12) with zero in plane stress.
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The measured remanent polarization of the film (index f ) is

P
f
3 (0) = φ0Ps (17)

where φ(0) ≡ φ0 is determined from (12)d with σ = 0 and P = Ps thus from (16)c. Hence
from the measured remanent polarization of a (001)-oriented, epitaxial film with a tetragonal
domain structure one can determine the (zero-field) c-domain fraction, using the bulk value for
the saturation polarization.
Under the strict polarization condition one finds for finite fields by minimization of (15)

−QEP 2 + 2α1P
3 + 4α11P

5 + 6α7
111 = (S − T1σ )E (18a)

σ =
T1

2P T2
E =

1
(Q11 −Q12)P

E (18b)

This set of equations determines the P −E and σ −E dependencies from which the film proper-
ties in the c/b/a phase can be calculated. Since the polarization only slightly changes with applied
field (if no 180°domain switching takes place), thus P ≈ Ps the result (18) b implies that the in-
plane stress in the film changes in good approximation linearly with the applied field.

The boundaries of the three-dimensional tetragonal phase in zero field are obtained from (16)c
as S0

m = 1
2 (Q11 + Q12)P 2

s for the boundary between the c/b/a and the a/b-phase (φ0 = 0) and
S0
m = Q12P

2
s for the boundary between the c/b/a and the c-phase (φ0 = 1). From the numerical

analysis discussed below no other phases are found for all tetragonal compositions with xTi≥ 0.5.
For the rhombohedral composition xTi= 0.4 it is found that there is only a small difference in
free energy between the rhombohedral state and the c/b/a-phase, giving rise to switching between
these phases as function of the substrate strain. In Fig. 2 the phase diagram at room temperature
as function of composition is given. Apart from the data points for xTi= 0.4 the rhombohedral
region is indicative and obtained from extrapolation of material parameters to lower Ti content.
The main differences with the earlier c/a polydomain model are found around the MPB. Whereas
previously additional ca∗/aa∗ and ca∗/cb∗ (in [18] named ca1/ca2-phase) phases were found next to
the tetragonal polydomain phase for the xTi= 0.5 and xTi= 0.6 compositions, these are not found
for the three-dimensional, tetragonal domain structure discussed here. This is because the latter
allows full stress relaxation in all in-plane directions and thus lowering of the free energy, in con-
trast with the two-dimensional polydomain phase which exhibits stress buildup in the direction
orthogonal to the domain structure. In that case the additional phases are energetically more fa-
vorable than the c/a phase. For the rhombohedral xT i = 0.4 compositions qualitatively the same
phase-strain dependence at room temperature is found as in [18].

3.2.1 Polarization rotation in tetragonal domains

For finite applied field strengths polarization rotation in the a and b-domains occurs. To obtain
accurate results for dielectric and piezoelectric properties of the film one needs to take polariza-
tion rotation into account. Following the same reasoning as for the case E = 0 one obtains for the
domain fraction
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Figure 2: Phase diagram of (001)-oriented, epitaxial PbZr1 – xTixO3 films grown on dissimilar sub-
strates with varying misfit strain S0

m. The full data points are obtained for compositions for which
material data are available. The open data points are obtained from interpolated and extrapolated
material parameters. The rhombohedral r-phase boundary is indicative.

φ(E) =
[(Q11 +Q12)P 2

a1 + 2Q12P
2
a3]− 2S0

m + 2(s11 + s12)σ

2Q12(P 2
a3 − P

2
c3) + (Q11 +Q12)P 2

a1

(19)

which reduces to (12) when Pc3 = Pa1 = P , Pa3 = 0 for E = 0. The domain fraction φ(E) is
implicitely field dependent through the field dependencies of the polarization components and
the stress. We can rearrange (19) as

σ =
S0
m − (1−φ)Q11+Q12

2 P 2
a1 − (1−φ)Q12P

2
a3 −φQ12P

2
c3

s11 + s12
(20)

Now eq.(13) is rewritten in terms of the polarization components Pc3, Pa3 and Pa1 as

< F >cba = φ[α1P
2
c3 +α11P

4
c3 +α111P

6
c3 −EPc3] + (1−φ)[α1(P 2

a1 + P 2
a3) +α11(P 4

a1 + P 4
a3)

+α11(P 6
a1 + P 6

a3) +α12P
2
a1P

2
a3 +α112(P 4

a1P
2
a3 + P 4

a3P
2
a1)−EPa3] + (s11 + s12)σ2

(21)

Substitution of (20) into (21) and minimizing with respect to Pa3 results into

Pa3 =
E

2(α1 +α12P
2
s +α112P

4
s )

(22)

Here we made use of the relations Pa1(0) = Pc3(0) = Ps and the zero-field domain fraction φ0.
Thus we have found an analytical expression for the out-of-plane polarization component of the
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in-plane oriented domains. Pa3 increases linearly with the field, or stated differently, the polariza-
tion rotates out of the plane. The analytical expressions for Pc3 and Pa1 are very complicated and
also coupled and are therefore not given here. For the general case we use the numerical analysis
to determine the field dependence of the different polarization components.

3.3 Dielectric properties of a tetragonal (001) polydomain film

The measured dielectric constant at zero field for a film with top and bottom electrodes under
strict polarization conditions is given by

ε0ε
f
33 =

∂P f3∂E

E=0

=
(
∂P
∂E

)
0

=
(
∂φ

∂E

)
0
Ps +φ0

(
∂P
∂E

)
0

(23)

Here we assumed that the out-of-plane polarization is only due to the c domains, thus no polar-
ization rotation of the a (and b) domains. Allowing for polarization rotation under the influence

of an applied field the out-of-plane polarization is given by P f3 = φPc3 + (1−φ)Pa3, hence

ε0ε
f
33rot =

(
∂φ

∂E

)
0
Ps +φ0

(
∂Pc3
∂E

)
0

+ (1−φ0)
(
∂Pa3
∂E

)
0

≈ aφEPs + ε0εa33 + ε0(εc33 − εa33)([φ0,0 + aφSmS
0
m)

(24)

Here we defined the relative permittivity of domain x as (∂Pxi /∂E)0/ε0 ≡ εxi3. In the second
step of (24) we have introduced a linearization of (19),

φ(S0
m,E) = φ0,0 + aφS0

m
S0
m + aφEE (25)

with φ0,0 the domain fraction at zero field and zero misfit strain, aφS0
m

= (∂φ/∂S0
m)E=0 and

aφE = (∂φ/∂E)S0
m=0. The second and third right-hand terms in (24) amount to the domain fraction

weighted average of the dielectric constants of each domain, while the first right-hand term is due
to domain-wall motion. The third right-hand term in (24) is not present in (23), since it arises
from the polarization rotation in the a-domains. It will be seen that this term gives a significant
contribution to the overall permittivity.

In the following the various parameters in (25) are determined. For zero field (hence zero
stress) we have immediately from (12) φ0,0 = (Q11 +Q12)/(Q11 −Q12) , earlier also defined as Q,
and aφS0

m
= −2/(Q11 − Q12)P 2

s . The values of the parameters aφS0
m

and φ0,0 for PZT are of the
order aφSm ≈ −55 and φ0,0 ≈ 0.35 − 0.45 for compositions in the range xTi= 0.5 − 0.6. (For other
compositions values are given in Appendix B.) Combining (18)b and (12) a relation between the
electrical field and the domain fraction is obtained, from which follows

(
∂φ

∂E

)
0

=
4S0

m

(
∂P
∂E

)
0

(Q11 −Q12)P 3
s

+
2(s11 + s12)

(Q11 −Q12)2P 3
s

(26)
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Hence, in the approximation with no polarization rotation aφ = (∂φ/∂S0
m)E=0 = 2(s11+s12)/(Q11−

Q12)2P 3
s . This parameter is of the order of 0.05/(100kV/cm) (100kV/cm corresponds to the elec-

trical field range used in 1 µm thin film applications), for tetragonal compositions in the range
xT i = 0.5− 0.7 and decreasing rapidly for higher Ti-content (see Appendix B). Thus when cycling
through the polarization hysteresis loop the c-domain fraction changes in the order of a few per-
cent as function of the applied field.

If one takes polarization rotation into account in Eq. (24) one needs values for the permittivi-
ties εxi3. The permittivity εa33 of the a-domains is simply obtained from (S28) as

ε0εa33 =
(
∂Pa3
∂E

)
0

=
1

2(α1 +α12P
2
s +α112P

4
s )

(27)

and is thus independent of the strain S0
m. Although analytical expressions for the zero-field

permittivities εa13 and εc33 can be obtained, these are coupled and analytical results become cum-
bersome. Therefore we use the numerically obtained values from energy minimization of eq.(21)
(discussed further in section 4). In the c/b/a phase the permittivities εxi3 are independent of the
strain S0

m. This is because these permittivities are intrinsic properties and therefore do not de-
pend on the domain fraction, which is determined by the strain. This can also be seen by writing
the permittivity as ε0εxi3 = (∂Pxi /∂E0 =

∑
j=1,2,k=1,2,3(∂Pxi /∂Sk)0(∂Sk/∂σj )0(∂σj /∂E)0 . The first two

partial derivatives only depend on the intrinsic properties of the unit cell, while the last deriva-
tive, that connects the stress in the unit cell to the field in the film, is given by (18)b, which is
also independent of the film strain. Fig.3 shows the numerically calculated permittivities of the
different domains in the c/b/a phase (for xT i ≥ 0.5) and for the rhombohedral r- phase. It is seen
that εa33 increases rapidly when decreasing the Ti-content on approaching the MPB and so does
the relative dielectric constant of the film. Surprisingly the εc33 decreases from zero to slightly
negative towards the MPB, whereas the in-plane permittivity εa13 is positive and only slightly
increases with decreasing Ti-content.

Naively one would expect that the ∂P f3 /∂E dependence of the dielectric constant of the film
arises from the c-domains and this is also the result of the polarization approximations leading to
(23). However for compositions close to the MPB this dependence is nearly fully due to the out-of-
plane rotation of the polarization vector of the a-domains. For example in the case of PZT(xTi= 0.6)
one has εc33 ≈ −12, εc13 ≈ 0, εa33 ≈ 487 and εa13 ≈ 179. The contribution of the polarization
extension in the c-domains and polarization rotation in the a-domains to the relative dielectric

constant is thus (for S0
m = 0) εf33rot(0,0) − aφEPs/ε0 = εa33 + (εc33 − εa33)φ0,0 = 254 , which is of

the order of the domain wall motion contribution aφE,rotPs/ε0 = 422, thus εf33rot(xTi) = 0.6 = 676.
We note that the large contribution of the latter implies that one can expect a significant effect
of domain wall pinning in AC-measurements. The other terms arise from intrinsic susceptibility
contributions and depend on the static P − E loop only. This may explain the often observed
discrepancy between the dielectric constant versus applied field loops calculated from the quasi
DC-measurement of the P −E loop and determined from C −V measurements.

Fig.3 also shows the net relative dielectric constant of the film, εf33, as function of the com-
position, showing a sharp upturn when approaching the MPB, where the out-of-plane rotation of
the a-domain polarization translates into a large permittivity contribution. The positive value of
εa13 implies that also the in-plane polarization of the a-domain increases, which is due to the in-
plane stress increasing with the applied field. Maybe somewhat surprisingly εc33 is very small and
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Figure 3: Zero field relative permittivities εxi3 of the c and a domains in the c/a/b phase as

function of Ti-content in PZT. εf33 is the net relative permittivity of the tetragonal film, while
(∂φ/∂E)0,rotPs/ε0 (eq.29) is the contribution of domain wall motion for S0

m = 0. The net permittiv-

ity of PZT(xTi= 0.6) in the r-phase is given by the datapoint εfr33. All results are obtained taking
polarization rotation in the domains under influence of a field in the 3-direction into account.

even slightly negative close to the MPB, implying that the c-domain polarization decreases with
increasing field. This is again due to the increasing in-plane stress and strain, which translates
through the Poisson effect into a shortening of the long axis. Since we have assumed that there
is no in-plane polarization component in the c-domain (no domain tilt), there is no out-of-plane
rotation component and εc13 is therefore zero.

The lines in Fig.3 are a guide to the eye. εr33 and εr13 are the relative permittivities of the
rhombohedral phase of PZT(60/40) for E = S0

m = 0. The above approximation (26) for the change
of the domain fraction with applied field is not accurate enough when polarization rotation is
important. Taking polarization rotation into account in the expression for the domain fraction
(19) one finds

(
∂φ

∂E

)
0,rot

= (1−φ0)
2(Q11 +Q12)
(Q11 −Q12)Ps

ε0εa13 +φ0
4Q12

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
ε0εc33 +

2(s11 + s12)

(Q11 −Q12)2P 3
s

(28)

The linearization coefficient aφE is then obtained by substituting φ0,0 for φ0 as

aφE,rot ≈
−4Q12(Q11 +Q12)

(Q11 −Q12)2Ps
ε0(εa13 − εc33) +

2(s11 + s12)

(Q11 −Q12)2P 3
s

(29)

In Fig.3 the contribution to the relative dielectric constant arising from domain wall motion,
aφE,rotPs/ε0, is plotted as function of the composition. It is seen that the contribution of domain

wall motion to εf33rot is dominant for xTi> 0.65, while for lower Ti-content the polarization rotation
of the a-domains gives the largest contribution to the film permittivity.
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Figure 4: Lattice parameters (a-c) and polarization components (d-f) as function of misfit strain
S0
m at applied fields E = 0 (blue) and E = 200 kV/cm (red), for PZT(xTi= 0.4) (a,b) PZT(xTi= 0.5)

(c,d) and PZT(xTi= 0.6) (e,f)
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3.4 Lattice parameters of a tetragonal (001) polydomain film

The lattice strains as function of electric field in the c/b/a phase are obtained as (using relaxed
polarization conditions)

Sc1 = Sc2 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q12P
2
c3 ≈ (s11 + s12)

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
E +Q12P

2
s + 2Q12εc33PsE (30a)

Sa1 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q11P
2
a1 +Q12P

2
a3 ≈ (s11 + s12)

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
E +Q11P

2
s + 2Q11εa13PsE (30b)

Sa2 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q12P
2
a1 +Q12P

2
a3 ≈ (s11 + s12)

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
E +Q12P

2
s + 2Q12εa13PsE (30c)

Sc3 = 2s12σ +Q11P
2
c3 ≈ 2s12

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
E +Q11P

2
s + 2Q11εc33PsE (30d)

Sa3 = 2s12σ +Q12P
2
a1 +Q11P

2
a3 ≈ 2s12

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
E +Q12P

2
s + 2Q12εa13PsE (30e)

Sc4 = Sc5 = Sc6 = Sa4 = Sa5 = Sa6 = 0 (30f)

The lattice parameters follow from the relations axi = a0(1 + Sxi). Note that the strains only
change with the applied field and are independent of the substrate strain S0

m, since the relative
permittivities are not changing with S0

m in the c/b/a phase. Because εc33 is very small the short
axes of the c-domain unit cells, ac1 = ac2, increase with increasing field due to the term (s11 +
s12)E/(Q11 −Q12)Ps, caused by the stress. The long axis ac3 decreases in length due to both the
negative stress term, 2s12E/(Q11−Q12)Ps and the negative piezoelectric effect 2Q11εc33PsE because
εc33 < 0. For all c-domain lattice parameters the length changes are dominated by elastic effects
caused by the in-plane field induced stress and not by the intrinsic piezoelectric effect. The long,
in-plane axis aa1 of the a-domain is elongated by the stress and the piezoelectric effect, 2Q11εa13PsE
since εa13 has a significant positive value. The two a-domain short axes respond differently to the
stress, but both shorten by the piezoelectric effect, 2Q12εa13PsE again because εa13 > 0. In Fig.4a-c
the lattice parameters are shown as function of the substrate strain for the different phases for
PZT(xTi= 0.4), PZT(xTi= 0.5) and PZT(xTi= 0.6) for zero field and E=200 kV/cm.

3.5 Piezoelectric properties of a tetragonal, polydomain (001)-film

The average out-of-plane strain is < S3 >= φSc3 + (1 −φ)Sa3, so that the effective piezoelectric

parameter df33 at zero field and constant stress, under the strict polarization conditions, is given
by

d
f
33 =

(
∂ < S3 >
∂E

)σ
0

=
(
∂φ

∂E

)
0

(Q11 −Q12)P 2
s + 2φ0Q11Ps

(
∂P
∂E

)
0

+
2s12

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
(31)

Allowing for polarization rotation an extra term arises due to polarization rotation and the
associated piezoelectric effect in the a-domain
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Figure 5: a) Contributions to the net piezoelectric constant df33 of a clamped film in the c/a/b
phase as function of the composition: domain wall motion contribution dDW33 , elastic contribution
delas33 and piezoelectric contribution dP E33 , for E = 0 and S0

m = 0. The net piezoelectric coefficient

of PZT(xTi= 0.6) in the r-phase is given by the datapoint dfr33. b) Piezoelectric coefficient ef31
of a clamped film in the c/b/a phase. The red data point gives the value of the rhombohedral
PZT(xTi= 0.4) composition for S0

m and E = 0 kV/cm.
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d
f
33rot ≈

(
∂φ

∂E

)
0,rot

(Q11 −Q12)P 2
s + ε0 (φ0Q11εc33 + (1−φ0)Q12εa13)2P s +

2s12

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
(32)

With dc33 ≡ 2Q11ε0εc33Ps, da31 ≡ 2Q12ε0εa13Ps the relevant piezoelectric coefficients of the c
and a-domains, this can for S0

m = 0 also be written as

d
f
33rot,0 ≈ aφE,rot(cT − aT ) + (φ0dc33 + (1−φ0)da31) +

2s12Ps
(cT − aT )

(33)

The first right-hand term in (32) and (33), arising from domain wall motion (further on named
dDW33 ), is a measure of the change of the domain fraction weighting of the (zero-field) out-of-plane
lattice parameters with changing field. The second piezoelectric term in (33) and partly missing in
(31) is the contribution of the piezoelectric effects of the a-domains to the piezoelectric term, dP E33 =
φ0dc33 +(1−φ0)da31. The last, elastic term, delas33 = 2s12Ps/(cT −aT ), arises from the field dependence
of the lattice parameters through the changing stress and is negative: with increasing field the in-
plane tensile stress increases and contracts the out-of-plane lattice parameters through the Poisson
effect. The signs of both dc33 and da31 and thus of dP E33 , as well as of delas33 are negative. Thus only the
domain wall motion gives rise to a positive piezoelectric constant, but its effect is counteracted by
the intrinsic piezoelectric effect, dominated by the contraction of the a-domain in the 3-direction,
and stress buildup in the film. dP E33 and delas33 do not depend on (frequency dependent) domain
wall motion, whereas the first term does. Therefore we expect that the value given by (32) (or

(33)) poses an upper limit of df33, while with increasing domain wall pinning df33rot can decrease

significantly. In fig. 5a the various contributions to the total piezoelectric coefficient df33rot are
plotted as function of the composition for S0

m = 0. It appears that the piezoelectric coefficient of
the film does hardly vary over the tetragonal composition range, i.e. only between 87 and 115
pm/V, with a shallow maximum for xT i ≈ 0.6. We will see furtheron that the variation becomes
somewhat larger close to the c/b/a − a/b phase transition at φ0 = 0, which takes place at a larger
strain value.

All other average strains and strain derivatives with respect to the field are zero, therefore
all other piezoelectric coefficients dij (i, j , 3)=0. There is no obvious relation of eq.(32) with the

usual expression d
f
33 = d33 − 2s13d31/(s11 + s12) = 2(Q11 − 2s13Q12/(s11 + s12))ε33Ps for a clamped

film [30, 31]. In the Supplemental Material it is shown that the latter expression is valid exactly
only for a homogeneous (single domain) c-oriented tetragonal clamped film. From the discussion
above it is obvious that polarization rotation, domain fractions and domain wall motion have to be
taken into account in the polydomain phase. It appears coincidental that the numerical value of

the latter expression, using the values for unstrained PZT(xTi= 0.6), resulting in df33=105 pm/V,
is close to the result obtained from the full model discussed here. For other compositions the
discrepancy is much larger.

The in-plane stress components at low field are given by (18)b σc1 = σa1 = σc2 = σa2 = σ =
E/(Q11−Q12)Ps. All other stress components are zero. Thus the non-zero piezoelectric coefficients

e
f
3i of the clamped film in the polydomain c/b/a state are obtained as
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e
f
31 = ef32 = −

(
∂σ1

∂E

)S
0

=
−1

(Q11 −Q12)Ps
(34)

There is no dependence on the domain fraction, nor on the strain, since only intrinsic piezo-

electric properties determine this piezoelectric coefficient in the polydomain phase. In fig.5b ef31,
calculated from (34), is plotted as function of the composition. Maybe somewhat surprisingly the
tetragonal compositions show a shallow maximum for PZT(40/60). Also is shown the value for
the rhombohedral composition PZT(60/40) if it were forced in the tetragonal polydomain phase
by substrate induced strain. This value is significantly larger than the maximum value of the
tetragonal compositions. The usual expression for e31 of a clamped thin film is e31 = d31/(s11 + s12)
[30, 31]. Again the difference between these expression arises from the fact that (34) is the result
of considering in detail the domain distribution of the film and expressing all film parameters in
terms of microscopic properties.

4 Numerical analysis

A numerical analysis was performed for the different phases in which the film can organize its
domains. The phase with the minimum total energy at given temperature, applied field and misfit
strain is considered to be the phase in which the film is organized. For the c/ac∗/bc∗-phase the two
free energy functions for the c and a domain are coupled by the domain fraction as free parameter.
A prioiri we have set the stresses σx4,5,6 to zero, based on the analysis in section 3. The polarization
vector components and the in-plane stresses of the c and a domains were taken as independent free
parameters. The energy minimization of (7) gives solutions for all stress and polarization vector
components and the domain fraction φ. The in-plane stress components are found to be equal, as
was already argued in the analysis above, and the out-of-plane stress components in each domain
type, σx3, are equal zero. Note that this is a more stringent result than the boundary condition
< σ3 >= 0. The latter condition in principle allows for a solution with non-zero constant stresses
in the different domains, which would give a constant energy contribution to the free energy.

The polydomain phase goes over into the single domain c-phase for φ = 1, into the polydomain
ac∗/bc∗-phase at φ = 0 and into the paraelectric p-phase, when the polarization components are
equal 0. To describe the rhombohedral r-phase only one free energy function is needed because
of symmetry (see Supplemental Material), with free parameters Pr1 = Pr2 , 0 and Pr3. The latter
polarization component is not necessarily equal to the in-plane components and polarization ro-
tation occurs under varying misfit strain and applied field. Again we assume σr4,5,6 = 0 as follows
from analytical minimization, as well as the symmetry condition σr1 = σr2.

The film properties are calculated as respectively ε
f
33 = (< P3(δE) > − < P3(0) >) /δE, εxi3 =

(< Pxi(δE) > − < Pxi(0) >) /δE, df33 = (< S3(δE) > − < S3(0) >) /δE, ef31 = (σ1(δE) > −σ1(0) >) /δE, with
δE = 1 kV/cm

4.1 Numerical results

Here we compare the results for the rhombohedral compositions PZT(xTi= 0.4), the PZT(xTi=
0.5) composition close to the MPB and the tetragonal composition PZT(xTi= 0.6). Fig.6a-c shows
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Figure 6: a,d) Temperature-strain and field-strain phase diagrams of PZT(xTi= 0.4); b,e) idem
PZT(xTi= 0.5); c,f) idem PZT(xTi= 0.6). p-phase is middle blue; c-phase is dark blue; c/a/b-phase
is light blue; r-phase is brown; a/b-phase is orange; ac∗/bc∗-phase is red; c/ac∗/bc∗-phase is green.
The strain range accessible with usual substrates (with thermal expansion coefficients in the range
0-11.5 ppm/K) is S0

m= -0.0027 to 0.0039 ; -0.0037 to 0.0029 ; -0.0022 to 0.0044 for PZT(xTi=
0.4,0.5,0.6 resp.), see Appendix A.
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the temperature-strain (T − S0
m) phase diagrams at zero field. As one would expect the c-phase

is obtained for large compressive substrate induced stress (very negative misfit strain) and the
a/b phase for large tensile substrate induced stress (very positive misfit). For the intermediate
misfit values the stress-free polydomain c/b/a phase arises. For the rhombohedral composition
this phase competes with the r-phase, which has nearly the same energy, resulting into the r-
phase over a large part of the polydomain misfit strain range. Contrary to the one-dimensional
approach, which resulted into several additional phases, simple phase diagrams are found for
the tetragonal compositions with only c, c/a/b and a/b phases and the paraelectric phase at high
temperatures. The c−c/b/a phase boundaries in the T −S0

m diagram of the tetragonal as well as the
rhombohedral compositions are defined by φ0 = 1 in (16)d resulting in the relation S0

m = Q12P
2
s

and the c/b/a − a/b phase boundary is defined by φ0 = 0 giving S0
m = 1

2 (Q11 +Q12)P 2
s . In the case

of PZT(xTi= 0.6) the r-phase largely replaces the c/b/a phase. The latter phase only occurs at
lower temperatures close to the phase boundaries with the c and a/b phases, forming a transition
phase between the r-phase and the c and a/b phases. The range of substrate misfit strains S0

m
accessible with substrates with thermal expansion coefficients in the range -11.5 to 0 ppm/K are
S0
m = −0.0028...0.0040 for PZT(xTi= 0.6); −0.0038...0.0029 for PZTxTi= 0.5) and −0.0023...0.0044

for PZT(xTi= 0.4), respectively (see appendix B for details). It is seen that on usual substrates the
domain structure tends to be in the c/b/a phase for x ≥ 0.5 and in the r-phase for the rhombohedral
compositions. Thus the model predicts no other phases then are present in the bulk phase.

The field-strain (E − S0
m) phase diagrams (Fig.6d-f) at room temperature show that the applied

field poses a relatively small force on the system, since the phase boundaries between the c, c/b/a
and a/b phases are nearly vertical, except for the transition between the a/b and r phases. The
latter is an indication that under the influence of the field the polarization rapidly rotates out of
plane, changing the ac∗/bc∗ structure into an r-phase. In principle the c/b/a and the a/b phase only
exist for E = 0. The border between the c/b/a and c/bc∗/ac∗ respectively a/b and ac∗/bc∗ phases
are drawn here (somewhat arbitrarily) for ac∗ (or bc∗)-components that are 1% of the in-plane
components. It is seen that for the MPB and tetragonal composition with increasing tetragonality
and in-plane strain a higher field is needed to drive the polarization vector of the in-plane oriented
domains out of plane.

In Fig.7a the c-domain fraction (for the PZT(xT i = 0.6) and the in-plane stress versus the misfit
strain are given for zero and large field (200 kV/cm). The domain fraction changes linearly with
the misfit strain, as was found analytically as well. With increasing field its value increases for
the same S0

m value. Fig.7b shows that all in-plane stress in the zero-field c/b/a phase is resolved
by changing the domain fraction, as was also found analytically. The (absolute) stress rapidly
increases when φ reaches its limits 0 and 1 and the domain structure becomes respectively the
a/b phase and c phase. For finite fields the stress increases in accordance with (18)b, reducing
the energy gain by the electric field terms in (13). In the r-phase the stress is mostly non-zero,
but the polarization rotation is used to decrease the stress, reducing the elastic energy and thus
minimizing the total free energy.

The components of the polarization in the various domains for zero and large field as well
as the lattice parameters are shown in fig.4 as function of substrate induced misfit strain. For
xTi= 0.5 the lattice parameters and the polarization components in the c/b/a-phase at zero field
do not depend on the strain S0

m, because the stress is zero, as predicted by (30). This demon-
strates that in this phase the elastic energy can be nullified by shifting the domain walls. The
change of the lattice parameters with applied field is due to both the piezoelectric effect and the
increasing in-plane stress. It is seen that the long axis of the c-domain decreases with field, while
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Figure 7: a) c-domain fraction φ for the tetragonal PZT(xTi= 0.6) composition for E = 0 (blue)
and E = 200 kV/cm (red dashed) as function of substrate induced strain S0

m. b) In-plane stress
σ for E = 0 (solid) and E = 200 kV/cm (dashed) as function of substrate induced strain S0

m, for
rhombohedral PZT(xTi= 0.4), near-MPB PZT(xTi= 0.5) and tetragonal PZT(xTi= 0.6)

the short axes increases. The change in lattice parameters can be interpreted with the relations
(30), showing the role of the piezoelectric effect and the field-induced stress. Fig.4 clearly show
the significant out-of-plane rotation of the a-domain polarization vector under an applied field.
This demonstrates that the strict polarization condition (the polarization vectors in the various
tetragonal domains have the same length and do not rotate under the applied field) is indeed a
very strong restriction, which in realistic films with compositions close to the MPB are likely not
to hold. It is also observed that the c-domain polarization hardly changes in magnitude under an
applied field.

In the r-domain polarization rotation is the main mechanism to adapt to varying stress

or field conditions, which can be visualized better by writing the polarization vector as
−→
P =

Ps(sinθ,sinθ,cosθ) with θ the field and strain dependent angle of the polarization vector with
(field and strain dependent) length Ps with the film normal. In Fig.8a it is seen from the zero-field
curve that the polarization in the r-phase rotates under the influence of the misfit strain towards
the film plane, but that the polarization value is fairly constant (Fig.8b). Under an applied field
polarization rotation dominates the change in the polarization components causing the polariza-
tion to rotate towards the out-of-plane direction. The vector length Ps increases only in the order
of a few percent for large fields. Further the polarization direction jumps abruptly at the phase
boundaries, whereas the polarization length varies (nearly) continuously with changing strain. In
the c-phase there is a small unit cell extension with increasing field related to the small polariza-
tion vector length increase of the order of 2-3%. In the a/b-phase the vector length only depends
on the misfit strain but not on the field. For large field the boundary with the r-phase shifts con-
siderably along the strain axis and the vector length becomes very sensitive to the applied field
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Figure 8: a) Polarization rotation and b) polarization extension in the r-phase of a PZT(xTi= 0.4)
thin film for E = 0 (blue) and E = 200 kV/cm (red) as function of the misfit strain S0

m.

over the range of the shift, increasing with up to 8% for ∆E= 200 kV/cm.

The film relative dielectric constant as function of strain is shown in Fig.9a. In the c/b/a phase

of PZT(xTi= 0.5) and PZT(xTi= 0.6) the εf33 increases linearly with the strain, which is due to
the domain fraction dependence of the coefficients of the intrinsic permittivities of the a and
c unit cell term in (24). The domain wall motion gives a significant, constant contribution to

the relative dielectric constant . This also explains the abrupt decrease in εf33 at the c/b/a phase
boundaries, where the domain wall contribution suddenly drops to zero. Eq.(24) indicates that

the polarization change in the c-domains is so small that the main intrinsic contribution to εf33
arises from the a-domains. For the case of the r-domain one can write the dielectric constant
alternatively in terms of polarization rotation and extension, ε0ε

f
33 = (∂P3/∂E)0 = (∂Ps/∂E)0cosθ0−

Ps0sinθ0 (∂θ/∂E)0 ≡ ε0(εext33 + εrot33 ). Here Ps0 and θ0 are the polarization length and angle at zero
field and given strain. From numerical analysis it can be shown that for PZT(xTi= 0.4) the ratio

of the contributions of polarization rotation and extension is εrot33 /ε
ext
33 ≈ 3.2 for S0

m = 0, thus εf33 is
dominated by polarization rotation.

The piezoelectric coefficient df33 of the tetragonal compositions, plotted in Fig.9b, can most

easily be interpreted in terms of (32). The misfit dependence of df33 is due to the domain fraction
weighted contributions of the intrinsic piezoelectric coefficients, whereas the constant part is due

to domain wall motion and the (constant) induced strain. Again we see that the sharp drop of df33
at the c/b/a phase boundaries is due to the disappearance of the field sensitive domain fraction.
For the r-domain we can write the piezoelectric constant again in terms of the polarization length

and angle df33 = 2s12(∂σ/∂E)0+2Ps0(∂Ps/∂E)0(Q11cos
2θ0+Q12sin

2θ0)−(∂θ∂E0P
2
s0(Q11−Q12)sin2θ0.

For PZT(xTi= 0.5) the first term is due to elastic effects (delas33 = −84 pm/V for Sm = E = 0), while the
second (dext33 = 16pm/V) and third term (drot33 = 149pm/V) are due to polarization extension and
rotation respectively. Thus the piezoelectric effect is dominated by polarization rotation, while the
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Figure 9: Room temperature relative dielectric constant εf33/ε0 (a). Piezoelectric coefficients df33 (b)

and ef31 (c) of thin films for PZT(xTi= 0.4) in red (a,b) PZT(xTi= 0.5) in blue (c,d) and PZT(xTi= 0.6)
in black, at zero field as function of misfit strain S0

m.
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polarization extension gives a small contribution (drot33 /d
ext
33 = 9.3). The elastic term causes a large

counteracting effect. The numerical results for the piezoelectric coefficient ef31 of the tetragonal
compositions shown in Fig.9c are well described by (34).

In the above model the minimum energy solution for the (near) MPB composition is a polydo-
main tetragonal phase. Experimentally it was found that below about 300 K a monoclinic phase
arises for this composition [32]. We did not incorporate a monoclinic phase in the polydomain
model, firstly because the monoclinic phase only becomes observable at low temperatures and
secondly its lattice parameters are hard to distinguish from those of the tetragonal phase in our
laboratory XRD experiments. In fact the tetragonal lattice parameters are so close together that
they are hard to separate and one measures a domain fraction averaged lattice parameter, which
varies with substrate induced strain [32]. The adaptive nanodomain model [33, 34] developed for
relaxor materials can also be applied to the PZT system to resolve this ambiguity. In this model the
tetragonal domains are so small that the lattice parameters of the tetragonal unit cells cannot be
resolved by X-ray diffraction and effective lattice parameters arise that adapt to the misfit strain
with a varying c-domain fraction [36, 37]. More recently it was shown that the adaptive nan-
odomain state can also arise in the PZT system near the MPB [38, 39]. Our findings predict that
in the clamped film of the PZT(xTi= 0.5) composition the adaptive polydomain tetragonal phase
is energetically the most favorable. Since the model presented in this paper does not impose any
restrictions on the domain sizes, a nanodomain sstructure is an allowed solution. Thus this find-
ing supports the applicability of the adaptive, tetragonal nanodomain model for the description
of the properties of near MPB compositions of clamped PZT thin films.

The results of the present work are applicable to clamped, epitaxial, (001)-oriented, relatively
thick films, in which all strain is relaxed at the deposition temperature. Further development is
needed to incorporate the effects of grain boundaries, which are present in many practical films,
consisting of closely packed columnar grains which are well oriented in the out-of-plane direction,
but often less good or not at all in in-plane directions. The varying elasticity and strength of the
mechanical coupling between grains and possible electrical charging of grain boundaries, as well
as different in-plane crystallographic orientation of grains are expected to have significant effects
on the film properties.

The analytical results of this study allow fairly straightforward comparison with experimental
data, needed to test the validity of the model in comparison with earlier models in litereature.

5 Conclusions

The model discussed in this chapter describes the properties of polydomain, (001)-oriented
PZT thin films, assuming the presence of three domains in the tetragonal phase. Further the
domain walls are assumed not to impose additional boundary conditions on the stresses and po-
larizations in the domains. The role of the domain walls is only to connect the domains. These
assumptions are the main differences with an earlier model in literature. The new assumptions
give the system more degrees of freedom to find an energy minimum. It is believed that the
present model gives a more realistic description of polydomain epitaxial thin films in which the
domain walls can freely move .

The properties of the film were studied analytically as well as numerically. It is found that for
the strain values induced by practically used substrates
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a) the tetragonal PZT compositions are always in the polydomain tetragonal c/b/a-phase, while
the rhombohedral compositions are in the polydomain r-phase. The near-MPB PZT(xT i = 0.5)
composition is found to be in the c/b/a-phase.

b) In the c/b/a-phase the stresses in both in-plane directions are equal at finite applied field
values and zero at zero field. The elastic energy in the film is therefore zero at zero field and the
film is not strained.

c) The analysis allows to decompose the dielectric and piezoelectric properties into compo-

nents arising from different causes. In the c/b/a-phase the dielectric constant of the film, εf33, is
due to domain wall-motion and the rotation of the polarization vector of the in-plane domains,

whereas the c-domains do not contribute. The piezoelectric constant of the film, df33, is due to
(a) domain wall-motion, (b) the piezoelectric effect of the in-plane domains, while the c-domains
hardlu contribute to the piezoelectric effect,) and (c) elastic effects depending on the domain frac-

tions. The piezoelectric constant ef31 is not dependent on the domain fractions, but only on the
electrostrictive coefficients.

d) In the r-phase the polarization rotates under the influence of substrate strain and applied
field, whereas the polarization extension is fairly small. Hence the stress energy in the film is
reduced by changing the rhombohedral angles of the unit cell.
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Appendix A - Estimation of the strain parameter S0
m in clamped ferroelectric thin film

The substrate induced thermal (in-plane) strain Scm in a film with a strain-free cubic lattice pa-
rameter ac at temperature T (usually room temperature), that is deposited strain-free at deposition
temperature Td , can be shown to be given by

Scm(T ) =
(
a∗s − ac
ac

)
T

≈ (αf −αs)(Td − T ) (A.1)

Here αf and αs are the average thermal expansion coefficients of the film and the substrate
over the temperature interval T ..Td respectively. ac is the (cubic) lattice parameter of the strain-
free film and the in-plane lattice parameter of the clamped film is equal to the effective substrate
parameter at temperature T , a∗s. Note that eq.(A1) does not describe epitaxial strain, but only strain
due to thermal mismatch. For a film with a non-cubic unit cell (at temperature T ) one can define
an equivalent pseudocubic lattice parameter from the pseudocubic unit cell volume as apc = V 1/3

pc ,

hence for a tetragonal lattice apc =
√
a2
T cT . Now consider a ferroelectric material. We define a0

as the equivalent cubic lattice parameter of the paraelectric phase at deposition extrapolated to
the considered temperature T of the film. We can now write the pseudocubic lattice parameter as
apc(T ) = a0(T )[(1+S1)(1+S2)(1+S3)]1/3, where Si is the total strain in direction i, composed of stress
induced strain and the stress-free self strains due to the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition.
For a stress-free unit cell in the tetragonal, ferroelectric phase S1 = S2 = Q12P

2
s , S3 = Q11P

2
s and

apc ≈ a0(1 + (Q11 + 2Q12)P 2
s /3) , hence there is a significant volume change due to the paraelectric-

ferroelectric phase transition. For the (high temperature) orthorhombic phase S1 = S2 = S3 =
(Q11 + 2Q12)P 2

s /3 and thus also apc = a0(1 + (Q11 + 2Q12)P 2
s /3).

The misfit strain as used in the main paper is defined by

S0
m(T ) =

(
a∗s − a0

a0

)
T

(A.2)

i.e. the misfit is calculated with respect to the equivalent cubic lattice parameter at temperature
T . To a good approximation one can estimate this misfit strain as (we define (Q11 + 2Q12)P 2

s /3 ≡
Q∗P 2

s

S0
m(T ) =

(
a∗s − a0

a0

)
T

=
(
a∗s − apc
apc

)
T

(1 +Q∗P 2
s ) +

(
apc − a0

a0

)
T

≈ Scm(T ) +Q∗P 2
s = (αf −αs)(Td − T ) +Q∗P 2

s

(A.3)

Here we used Q∗P 2
s � 1. Hence the misfit strain depends on the thermal expansion coeffi-

cients of film and substrate material, as well as its piezoelectric properties due to the paraelectric-
ferroelectric phase transition. In table A1 the contribution of the term Q∗P 2

s to the misfit strain is
given for several PZT compositions.

The experimentally accessible strain range by using different substrates is defined by their
thermal expansion coefficients. With a substrate thermal expansion range αs ≈ 0-11.7 ppm/K (0
ppm/K for zero thermal expansion glass substrates (known as ULE glass) using oxide nanosheet
bufferlayers [5], 2.4 for Si, up to 11.5 ppm/K for STO) and Td = 600 ◦C and experimental tem-
perature T 25 ◦Cs the misfit strain S0

m is calculated for the different compositions and shown in
Table A1. One obtains a fairly narrow accessible misfit strain range of a few 0.1% around zero
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for compositions in the range xT i = 0.4−0.8, whereas for larger xT i S0
m increases rapidly to tensile

misfit strains of 1-2% due to the large value of Q∗ for these compositions. The latter is due to
the effectively negative thermal expansion coefficients of Ti-rich compositions. For compositions
close to the MPB S0

m is well approximated by Scm. The temperature dependence of the misfit strain
arises through the terms Scm(T ) and P 2

s (T ).
Finally we note that for a thick film the misfit strain is imposed on the complete film, thus the

average in-plane strains in the film must be equal to this value, whereas in a coherently grown
epitaxial film, S0

m is imposed on the individual unit cells of the film. The consequence of this is
that a coherently grown film must always be in a single domain phase.

Table A1

xT i 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Q∗P 2
s = 1

3 (Q11 + 2Q12)P 2
s 0.0011 0.0004 0.0013 0.0024 0.0033 0.0053 0.0179

αf
1 4.8 4.4 3.5 2.2 0.4 -1.8 -4.3

S0
m(RT ,onSTO) -0.0027 -0.0037 -0.0022 -0.0020 -0.0011 0.0103 0.0152

S0
m(RT ,onSi) 0.0025 0.0015 0.0031 0.0032 0.0042 0.0155 0.0204

S0
m(RT ,onULE) 0.0039 0.0029 0.0044 0.0046 0.0055 0.0169 0.0218

1 Average thermal expansion coefficient over the temperature range T = 25 ◦C to Td = 600 ◦C is
calculated from the dilatation data [40] as αf = (lTd − lT )/(lT (Td − T )). The values for intermediate
compositions are obtained from a fitted function αf (xT i) = −20.87x2

T i + 13.84xT i + 2.70.
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Appendix B - Linearization parameters

The misfit strain and field dependence of the c-domain fraction of PZT thin films can be writ-
ten in a linearized form as (25)

φ(S0
m,E) = φ0,0 + aφSmS

0
m + aφEE (B.1)

The values ofφ0,0 = φ(S0
m = 0,E = 0) = Q11+Q12

Q11−Q12
and the derivatives aφSm =

(
∂φ

∂S0
m

)
0,0

= −2
(Q11−Q12)P 2

s

and aφE,rot =
(
∂φ
∂E

)
0,0

are tabulated in Table B1 for the tetragonal compositions.

From the table it is seen that with increasing tetragonality of the PZT composition the sen-
sitivity of the domain fraction for changing misfit strain and applied field strongly decreases.
Interestingly the effect of strain and applied field (in units of 107 V/m) is very similar

In the same table we give the numerical values of the different contributions to the piezoelectric
coefficient as also depicted in fig.5a.

Table B1

xT i 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Domain wall motion

φ0,0 0.35 0.47 0.52 0.54 0.54 0.55

aφSm -56 -55 -57 -39 -33 -9

aφE,rot(E in units of 100kV/cm) 0.054 0.051 0.054 0.029 0.005 0.003

Piezoelectric effect

dDW33 (pm/V) 286 236 219 179 163 114

dP E33 (pm/V) -91 -33 -12 -9 -8 -13

delas33 (pm/V) -104 -88 -89 -70 -61 -31
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Modelling functional properties of ferroelectric oxide thin films
with a three-domain structure
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In the main paper mainly results are given for the (near) zero-field polydomain c/a/b phase
and the non-zero field c/bc∗/ac∗ phase. Here we give the results for the other phases, appearing
in the phase diagrams. Several results for some of these phases have been given before [1, 2, 3].
These are reproduced here and some more analytical results are given for future reference. We
will indicate the property or parameter p of the clamped thin film in a certain phase (for example
c or c/a/b) with a superindex y, whereas the property of a parameter of a given domain x in phase
y is given by a subindex x, eventually followed by a second (and third) subindex i (j) for the
directional component pyxij of that parameter.

We remind the reader here that the only temperature dependent parameter in the Landau-
Devonshire formulation of the Gibb’s energy of the PbZr1 – xTixO3 ferroelectric [4] is the electric
stiffness coefficient given by a linear temperature dependence, α1 = (T − θ)/2ε0C, with C the
Curie-Weiss constant, θ the Curie-Weiss temperature and ε0 the permittivity of free space. For a
second-order paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition α1 vanishes at the transition temperature
TC = θ, whereas for a first-order transition α1 is finite at the transition temperature TC > θ.

1 Single domain c-phase

Symmetric in-plane clamping causes compressive in plane stress, so that only c-domains exist
if S0

m < Q12(P cs )2. The saturation polarization P cs in the latter relation is equal to that of a stress-

free bulk sample, given by [4] P blks =
[
− α11

3α111
+
((

α11
3α111

)2
− α1

3α111

)1/2
]1/2

for tetragonal compositions

with a second-order paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition, i.e. for xTi≤ 0.717. For stress-free
bulk samples with compositions in the range 0.717 < xTi ≤ 1 the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase
transition is first order. The temperature dependence of the polarization P c(T ) of a stress free
sample is in that case described by P c(T )2 = Ψ (T )()P cC)2, with P cC the polarization at the critical
(phase transition) temperature TC . P cC is given by the relation α11 = −(TC − θ)/ε0C(P cC)2 or α111 =
(TC −θ)/2ε0C(P cC)4 and the scaling function by Ψ (T ) = (2/3)1 + [1− 3(T −θ)/4(TC −θ)]1/2 [4].

Now we return to the case of a compressively stressed thin film. The in-plane stress (for zero
and finite applied field) in this mono-domain state is [5].
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σ = σ1 = σ2 =
S0
m −Q12P

c2

s11 + s12

σ3 = σ4 = σ5 = σ6 = 0
(S1)

Here P c is the polarization of the c-phase and is equal to the measured polarization Pm in a par-
allel plate capacitor geometry. The average strains in the film are equal to those in the individual
unit cells and are given by

S1 = S2 = S0
m

S3 =
2s12S

0
m

s11 + s12
+
(
Q11 −

2s12Q12

s11 + s12

)
P c2 (S2)

Substituting the strains in the general free energy expression (7) with φc = 1 results into

Fc =

(
S0
m

)2

s11 + s12
+α∗1P

c2 +α∗11P
c4 +α111P

c6 −EP c (S3)

with α∗1 = α1 −
2Q12S

0
m

s11+s12
and α∗11 = α11 + Q2

12
s11+s12

(NB the notation is different from [2]). From this
follows that the zero-field polarization value in the compressively strained monodomain c-phase,
P cs , is significantly enhanced over that of the unstrained monodomain c-phase, P blks , as

P c2(0) = P c2 = −
α∗11

3α111
+

( α∗11
3α111

)2

−
α∗1

3α111


1
2

(S4)

Following the same procedure as in [4] for the compositions with a first-order phase transition
one finds the critical temperature T ∗C and polarization P c∗C at this temperature of the clamped
film. Solving these parameters from these relations one has (T ∗C −θ) = (ε0α

∗2
11C)/2α111 and (P c∗C )2 =

−α∗11/2α111. Following again Haun’s procedure one has finally for the temperature dependence
of the polarization of the clamped film P c2 = Ψ ∗(T )(P c∗C )2 with the scaling function Ψ∗(T ) =

(2/3)
(
1 +

[
1− 3(T −θ)/4(T ∗C −θ)

]1/2)
.

The relation defining the polarization loop of the second order ferroelectric follows from min-
imizing (S3) with respect to P c

2α∗1P
c + 4α∗11P

c3 + 6α111P
c5 = E (S5)

The derivation of the loop equation for the first order material is slightly more complicated.
Again following the procedure of [4] but now for finite field one finds α∗11 = (T ∗C − θ)/(ε0P

c∗2
C C) +

5E/2P c∗3C and α111 = (T ∗C − θ)/
(
2ε0P

c∗4
C C

)
− 3E/2, from which P c∗C (E) and T ∗C(E) are found. The

polarization loop is then calculated as P c2(E) = Ψ ∗(T ,E)P c∗2C (E)
The ferroelectric-paraelectric transition temperature of the mono c-domain film, T cC , is found

from the condition α∗1 = 0 as

T cC = 2ε0C
2Q12S

0
m

s11 + s12
+θ (S6)
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From (S5) follows the dielectric constant in the c-phase as(
∂P c

∂E

)
E

=
(
2α∗1 + 12α∗11P

c2 + 30α111P
c4

)−1
= ε0ε

c
33 (E) (S7)

which in form is equal to the bulk result but with stiffness coefficients that are modified by the
clamping.

The piezoelectric constant of the c-domain is given by

dc33(E) =
(
∂S3

∂E

)σ
=

(
Q11 −

2s12Q12

s11 + s12

)
2P c

(
∂P c

∂E

)E
(S8)

Defining d∗33 = 2Q11P
c
(
∂P c

∂E

)
E

and d∗31 = 2Q12P
c
(
∂P c

∂E

)
E

this can be rewritten in the often used
expression for a clamped thin film

dc33 = d∗33 −
2s12

s11 + s12
d∗31 (S9)

with the distinction that
(
∂P c

∂E

)
E

and P c, defining the piezoelectric parameters d∗3i , are given by
the relations (S5) and (S4) for the clamped film, which are not equal to those of the bulk material.
Thus although (S9) is often used by experimentalists, the use of bulk values for the piezoelectric
coefficients in (S9) is not correct. Further on we will see that for other domain configurations the

difference with the usually used expression dclamped33 = dblk33 −
2s12

s11+s12
dblk31 is even larger. The other

piezoelectric coefficients dc3i are zero.
The non-zero ec3i coefficients are

ec31 = ec32 = −
(
∂σ1

∂E

)S
=

Q12

s11 + s12
2P c

(
∂P c

∂E

)S
(S10)

From (S5) it follows that
(
∂P c

∂E

)E
=

(
∂P c

∂E

)S
hence ec31 = dc31/(s11 + s12).

(S6-10) also apply for the first-order transition compositions, using the appropriate P c(E) de-
pendence.

2 Polydomain a/b-phase

The polydomain a/b-phase (an alternative name used is the a1/a2-phase [1]) arises under ten-
sile stress, when all c-domains are pulled into the film plane. The polarization vectors are aligned
along the in-plane [100] and [010] vectors. By symmetry the domain fractions of a and b domains
must be equal, φa = φb = 0.5, unless asymmetric strain conditions are applied to the film [5, 6].
We expect that for thick films any anisotropy in the in-plane lattice constants of the substrate is
likely to be removed during growth by strain relaxation induced by defects. To achieve anisotropy
in two-dimensional films at room temperature requires anisotropic thermal expansion in the in-
plane directions of the substrate. Anisotropic strain conditions are present in thin films stressed in
one direction, for example in bent cantilever structures. Anisotropic strain conditions also apply
in very narrow structures, such as transmission electron microscope samples. For very thin films,
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that are grown cube-on cube on perovskite substrates, thus without strain relaxation by defects,
anisotropic strain conditions by the substrate results may also be applicable.

Here we assume symmetric in-plane clamping. From this follows that σa1 = σb2, σa2 = σb1.
Further the macroscopic boundary conditions < σ3 >=< σ4 >=< σ5 >= 0 result in the conditions
σa3 = −σb3, σa4 = −σb4, σa5 = −σb5 From the condition < S6 >= 0, follows σa6 = −σb6 . Assuming
the strict electrical boundary condition on the domain walls –thus no polarization rotation- to be
applicable gives Pa1 = Pb2 = P ab and no polarization rotation out-of-plane. From the equations of
state for the in-plane strain conditions one obtains

2S0
m = (s11 + s12) (σa1 + σa2) + (Q11 +Q12)P ab2 (S11)

Hence

σa2 =
2S0

m − (Q11 +Q12)P ab2 − (s11 + s12)σa1
s11 + s12

≡ A− σa1 (S12)

From the strict mechanical domain wall boundary conditions it follows that σa1 = σb1 = σa2 =
σb2 = σ and σa3 = σb3 = σa4 = σb4 = σa5 = σb5 = σa6 = σb6 = 0. The latter conditions also follow
from minimizing the free energy with respect to σa3, σa4, σa5 and σa6 respectively. Similarly the
first condition for the in-plane stresses can be obtained from (S12) without invoking the strict
mechanical domain wall boundary conditions:

σ = σa1 = σb1 = σa2 = σb2 = A/2 =
S0
m − 1

2 (Q11 +Q12)P ab2

s11 + s12

σa3 = σb3 = σa4 = σb4 = σa5 = σb5 = σa6 = σb6 = 0

(S13)

The strains are then given by

Sa1 = Sb2 = S0
m +

1
2

(Q11 −Q12)P ab2

Sa2 = Sb1 = S0
m −

1
2

(Q11 −Q12)P ab2

Sa3 = Sb3 =Q12P
ab2

Sa4 = Sb4 = Sa5 = Sb5 = Sa6 = Sb6 = 0

(S14)

Substituting the strain in the free energy expression results into

Fab =
S0
m

2

s11 + s12
+α∗∗1 P

ab2 +α∗∗11P
ab4 +α111P

ab6 (S15)

with α∗∗1 = α1 −
(Q11+Q12)S0

m
s11+s12

and α∗∗11 = α11 + (Q11+Q12)2

4(s11+s12) .
From this follows the zero-field polarization for the second-order phase transition materials in
both domains as Pa1 = Pb2 ≡ P ab(E = 0) given by an equation analogous to (S4), but with α∗∗1
and α∗∗11 replacing α∗1 and α∗11, respectively. For the first-order phase transition materials one
has, analogous to the previous section, (T ∗∗C − θ) = (ε0α

∗∗2
11 C)/2α111 and (P ab∗C )2 = −α∗∗11/2α111 , and

(P ab)2 = Ψ ∗∗(T )(P ab∗C )2 with Ψ ∗∗(T ) = (2/3)
(
1 + [1− 3(T −θ)/4(T ∗∗C −θ)]1/2

)
.
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Since it is in the used approximation assumed that there is no coupling of the polarization
with the applied field in the 3-direction, the polarization is field independent and consequently
all stress and strain components are field independent as well.

The a/b-phase state changes into the polydomain c/a/b phase when the stress becomes zero
at S0

m = 1
2 (Q11 +Q12)P ab2 and the in plane strains are equal to the bulk strains, and also then

P ab(0) = P blks .
The ferroelectric-paraelectric transition temperature is found again from the condition α∗∗1 = 0

as

T abC = 2ε0C
(Q11 +Q12)S0

m

s11 + s12
+θ (S16)

Since the polarization is independent of the applied field in the 3-direction, the net dielectric
and piezoelectric parameters obey

εab3i = dab3i = eab3i = 0 (S17)

.

3 Polydomain ac∗/bc∗-phase: the a/b-phase in applied electrical field

Under the influence of an external E3 field one expects that the polarization in the in-plane
oriented domains rotates in the out-of-plane direction, creating a small Px3 component to the
polarization in the a and b domains of the a/b phase, creating a new ac∗/bc∗ phase. The free
energy of the ac∗/bc∗ domain structure therefore contains the terms due to the Pa1 = Pb2 = P 1 and
Pa3 = Pb3 = P 3 components of the polarization and can be written as (here we drop for convenience
the superindex ac∗bc∗ to the polarization components P1 and P3)

Fac∗bc∗ = α1(P 2
1 +P 2

3 )+α11(P 4
1 +P 4

3 )+α111(P 6
1 +P 6

3 )+α12P
2
1 P

2
3 +α112(P 4

1 P
2
3 +P 4

3 P
2
1 )+(s11 +s12)σ2−EP3

(S18)
Here we have already used the result that all stress components are equal zero, except σa1 =

σb2 = σ and σa2 = σb1 = σ , as follows from considering the boundary conditions.
The strains are now a function of both polarization components

Sa1 = Sb2 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q11P
2
1 +Q12P

2
3

Sa2 = Sb1 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q12P
2
1 +Q12P

2
3

Sa3 = Sb3 = 2s12σ +Q11P
2
1 +Q11P

2
3

Sa4 = Sb5 =Q44P1P3

Sa5 = Sb4 = Sa6 = Sb6 = 0

(S19)

Substituting these in the boundary condition S0
m =< S1 >= 1

2 (Sa1 + Sb1) it follows that

σ =
S0
m −Q12P

2
3 −

1
2 (Q11 +Q12)P 2

1

s11 + s12
(S20)
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Substitution into the free energy expression reduces the number of variables to two: Fac∗bc∗(P1, P3).
Minimization of Fac∗bc∗ with respect to P3 in the limit of small fields, so that |P3| � |P1|, and taking
P1 ≈ P10 ≡ P1(S0

m,E = 0), as defined above for the a/b phase, one obtains a linear field dependence
of the out-of-plane polarization, P3 = ε0ε

ac∗bc∗
33 E, with

ε0ε
ac∗bc∗
33 =

(
∂P3

∂E

)
0

=
1

2
(
α1 +α12P

2
10 +α112P

4
10 −

2S0
mQ12

s11+s12
+ Q12(Q11+Q12)

s11+s12
P 2

10

) (S21)

Thus the susceptibility of the a/b phase in a field (in the 3-direction) is field independent and the
film shows the linear behaviour of a paraelectric material. The angle θ of the polarization vector
with the film plane is then for small fields given by

tanθ =
P3

P1
≈ E

ε0ε
ac∗bc∗
33
P10

(S22)

Minimization of Fac∗bc∗ with respect to P1 in the limit of small fields, where P3 = 0, gives
the same field independent polarization P10 as for the a/b domain structure, and consequently
(∂P1/∂E)0 = 0, hence εac

∗bc∗
31 = 0. From ((S20)) it follows with the above results that the deriva-

tive (∂σ/∂E)0 = 0 in lowest order, therefore also the piezoelectric constants (for E = 0) dac
∗bc∗

33 =
(∂< S3 >/∂E)0 = 0 and eac

∗bc∗
31 = − (∂σ/∂E)0 = 0.

Since P1 ≈ P10 at low fields and P3 = ε0ε
ac∗bc∗
33 E the in-plane stress decreases in second order

quadratically with the applied field as

σ (E) =
S0
m −Q12(ε0ε

ac∗bc∗
33 E)2 − 1

2 (Q11 +Q12)P 2
10

s11 + s12
(S23)

The field dependent term in (S23) only becomes significant compared to the other terms close
to the phase boundary with the c/a/b or r-phase, where εac

∗bc∗
33 becomes large, and where σ (0) is

close to zero (Fig.7b in the main paper), thus only there the stress is field dependent and even
becomes tensile for large enough fields (remember that Q12 < 0). This is observed in fig.6d in
the main paper for the PZT(xTi= 0.4) composition for which an ac∗/bc∗ to r-phase transition is
observed at large enough fields at strain values close to the phase boundary. Similarly an ac∗/bc∗

to c/ac∗/bc∗-phase transition is observed for the PZT(xTi= 0.4) composition.
From (S23) it is seen that the field dependence of the lattice parameters is largely due to the

polarization rotation out-of-plane. The polarization rotation also causes shear strains, which pro-
motes the ac∗/bc∗ to the r- or the c/ac∗/bc∗ phase transition. For a polydomain film one expects
from symmetry arguments no net shear in both out-of-plane directions, in contrast with a single
domain film. This gives rise to an extra set of macroscopic boundary conditions, which was not
considered previously,

< S4 >=< S5 >= 0 (S24)

These conditions are met if equal fractions of a, respectively b domains shear in opposite di-
rection, thus these fractions have opposite in-plane polarization vector orientations. Further one
could expect that the shearing has consequences for the amount of polarization rotation possible
in a thick film, since the shearing causes traction forces on adjacent domains that do not shear in
the same direction. The reaction forces oppose the shearing and thus the polarization rotation.
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One would expect that this rotation frustration effect should be less for materials with smaller
Q44. Since the shearing is expected to be small for moderate applied fields we neglect this effect.
The interaction forces between domains impose microscopic boundary conditions on the domain
wall. As discussed in the paper we do not impose microscopic boundary conditions on the domain
walls. The consequence of the macroscopic boundary conditions (S24) is therefore only that there
are equal fractions of a and b domains, shearing in opposite directions.

4 Polydomain c/ac∗/bc∗-phase: the c/a/b- phase in an electrical field

The free energy is now a function of the c-domain fraction and the polarization rotation in the
a- (and b-) domain. Eq.(7) can therefore be explicitly written as (again we drop for convenience
the superindex to the polarization components)

Fcac∗bc∗ =

φ
[
α1P

2
c3 +α11P

4
c3 +α111P

6
c3 −EPc3

]
+ (1−φ)

[
α1(P 2

a1 + P 2
a3) +α11(P 4

a1 + P 4
a3) +α111(P 6

a1 + P 6
a3) +α12P

2
a1P

2
a3 +α112(P 4

a1P
2
a3 + P 4

a3P
2
a1)−EPa3

]
+ (s11 + s12)σ2

(S25)
where we have already made the steps of minimization with respect to most stress components

and of stress cancellations arising from the boundary conditions, similar as leading to Eq.(S18).
The strains are )

Sa1 = Sb2 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q11P
2
a1 +Q12P

2
a3

Sa2 = Sb1 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q12P
2
a1 +Q12P

2
a3

Sc1 = Sc2 = (s11 + s12)σ +Q12P
2
c3

Sa3 = Sb3 = 2s12σ +Q12P
2
a1 +Q11P

2
a3

Sc3 = 2s12σ +Q11P
2
c3

Sa5 = Sb4 =Q44P1P3

Sc4 = Sc5 = Sa4 = Sb5 = Sa6 = Sb6 = 0

(S26)

From the clamping conditions the stress is obtained as

σ =
S0
m −φQ12P

2
c3 − (1−φ)Q12P

2
a3 − (1−φ)(Q11 +Q12)P 2

a1/2
s11 + s12

(S27)

Substitution of (S27) into (S25), minimizing the free energy with respect to Pa3 and expanding
Pa3 to the lowest order in E, results into

Pa3 =
E

2(α1 +α12P
2
s +α112P

4
s )

(S28)

Here we made use of the equality Pa1(0) = Pc3(0) = Ps = P blks at zero field and the zero-field
domain fraction φ0. P blks has been defined previously. Thus the out-of-plane polarization compo-
nent of the in-plane oriented a and b domains adds a ‘paraelectric’ contribution to the out-of-plane
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polarization

ε0εa33 =
(
∂Pa3
∂E

)
0

=
1

2
(
α1 +α12P

2
0 +α112P

4
0

) (S29)

In principle also expressions for (∂Pa1/∂E)0 = ε0εa31 and (∂Pc3/∂E)0 = ε0εc33 for the dielectric
constant of the long-axis dielectric constant under a field in the 3-direction for respectively the a
and c domain can be derived, but that results in awkwardly complicated expressions and is not
pursued further here.

5 The polydomain r1/r2/r3/r4-phase (or r-phase)

The polydomain r1/r2/r3/r4-phase (or short or r-phase) is described by a polarization vector
that can rotate in the 110 planes of four different domains. From symmetry follows that all domain
fractions are equal to φx = 1/4 and σa4 = σb4 = σc4 = σd4 = σa5 = σb5 = σc5 = σd5 ≡ σ4. The
macroscopic conditions < σ4 >=< σ5 >= 0 then make σx4 = σx5 = 0. Symmetry also requires that
σa1 = σb1 = σc1 = σd1 = σa2 = σb2 = σc2 = σd2 ≡ σ . From < σ3 >= 0 it follows that

∑
σx3 = 0 and from

< S6 >= 0 that
∑
σx6 = 0. Using the symmetry relations Sa1 = Sd1, Sa2 = Sb2, etc. it is seen that

σa3 = σb3 = σc3 = σd3 = 0
The clamping to the substrate, Sm =< S1 >=< S2 >= Sx1 = Sx2 (where x = a,b,c,d) results in

σ = σ1 = σ2 =
S0
m − (Q11 +Q12)P 2

1 −Q12P
2
3

s11 + s12
(S30)

and the free energy is given by

Fr =α1

(
2P 2

1 + P 2
3

)
+α11

(
2P 4

1 + P 4
3

)
+α111

(
2P 6

1 + P 6
3

)
+α12

(
P 4

1 + 2P 2
1 P

2
3

)
+α112

(
2P 6

1 + 2P 4
3 P

2
1 + 2P 4

1 P
2
3

)
+α123P

4
1 P

2
3 + (s11 + s12)σ2 −EP3

(S31)

(S30) shows that tensile stress will pull the polarization in the film plane as expected and com-
pressive stress will rotate it out-of-plane, but both processes will increase the polarization energy
term in the free energy. The minimum of the free energy (for E = 0) determines the equilibrium
polarization angle of the clamped rhombohedral film.

The strains are now given by

Sa1 = Sa2 = Sb1 = Sb2 =Sc1 = Sc2 = Sd1 = Sd2 = S0
m

Sa3 = Sb3 = Sc3 = Sd3 =
2s12

s11 + s12
S0
m+2

[
Q12 −

s12(Q11 +Q12)
s11 + s12

]
P 2

1 +
[
Q11 −

2s12Q12

s11
+ s12

]
P 2

3

Sa4 = Sa5 = Sb4 = Sb5 =Sc4 = Sc5 = Sd4 = Sd6 =Q44P1P3

Sa6 = Sb6 =Sc6 = Sd6 =Q44P
2
1

(S32)

We were not able to derive simple expressions for piezoelectric or dielectric constants.
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